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Abstract
Lighting artifacts are one of the main issues in digital photography: complex light setups are needed to attenuate
or remove them. Flash light is a very easy way to illuminate an object or an environment, but it is rarely considered
in most of the Computer Graphics and Computer Vision applications. This is due to the big amount of artifacts
introduced by this lighting, and to the difficulty in modeling its behavior.
In this paper we present a simple method to use flash light in the context of color acquisition and mapping on
3D models. We propose a simple way to accurately estimate the flash position with respect to the camera, and
we propose two automatic methods to detect and remove artifacts from a set of images which are registered to a
3D model. These methods are integrated in the context of a color mapping framework. The results show that it is
possible to obtain high quality colored 3D models using flash light, which is the most simple illumination setup.
This results are extremely important especially in the context of Cultural heritage, where the acquisition of color
has often to be performed on site, without a specific lighting setup.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Color, shading, shadow-
ing, and texture—

1. Introduction

3D scanning has become a widely used technology for the
acquisition of highly accurate geometric data from real ob-
jects. The initial issues related to the management of the
very dense sampling of geometric data have been mostly
overcome in recent years, thanks to several new approaches
to encode, process and render the sampled data. But shape
acquisition is only one side of the problem. Many cur-
rent applications require also an accurate sampling of sur-
face reflection properties to perform a number of useful
operations (high-quality rendering, relighting, color projec-
tion on copies [RWLB01]). Seminal works have proposed
approaches to sample Bidirectional Radiance Distribution
Functions (BRDF) [LKG∗03,DHT∗00] by means of sophis-
ticated controlled lighting environments.
Unfortunately, there are applications where the objects of in-
terest cannot be transferred to a reflection acquisition lab.
Cultural Heritage is a fitting example: we need to sample
many artifacts which usually cannot be moved from their lo-
cation (e.g. museum); moreover, budget and substainability

considerations impose the use of low cost and easy to use
procedures and technologies.

An alternative and easy solution to acquire a lot of infor-
mation about the appearance of the target object is to use
photographs. In a similar fashion to scanning campaign, an
object can be entirely depicted in a very short time: more-
over, due to the high resolution provided by digital cameras,
a few tens of images can be enough to cover the whole sur-
face of complex objects with a high sampling density.
However, the projection of a set of images on a 3D model
presents several issues, like image registration and color pro-
jection and visualization. Additionally, the quality of the fi-
nal colored 3D model is strongly related to the quality of
the starting photo set. Most of the photographic artifacts (i.e.
highlights and shadows) projected on the 3D model are gen-
erated by the specific illumination of the scene. These kind
of artifacts can be removed by knowing exactly the light-
ing environment at the time of the shot. Unfortunately, it
is usually quite hard to recover the position of the lights in
the scene, without introducing specific techniques that uses
probes [CCC08, Deb98]. On the other side, most of the con-
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trolled light setup solutions are difficult to apply in the prac-
tical applications.
In this paper, we propose a method to automatically remove
illumination artifacts from images by using a very simple
controlled light setup: the camera flash light. In particular,
a procedure to remove highlights and shadows is combined
with a previous method which is able to correct the color
values of the acquired images.
The main contributions of this work are:

• A simple procedure, needed only once in a camera life-
time, to estimate the flash position with respect to the
camera lenses.

• An automatic method to remove highlights and shadows
from images which are registered to a 3D model.

• The integration with the color correction space, which
brings to a complete system to obtain high quality color
models from a set of registered images.

2. Related Work

The work proposed in this paper is related to several topics
in Computer Graphics and Computer Vision research: con-
trolled light environments, light modeling, material proper-
ties acquisition, computational photography.
In the context of this Section, we will focus on two of the
most relevant subjects: digital photography (with particular
aim to illumination artifacts removal and use of flash light)
and color information acquisition and mapping.
References to other related research fields (i.e. material
properties or illumination estimation) can be found in the
context of the other sections of the paper.

Artifacts removal and Flash/No-Flash use in Digital
Photography. The removal of artifacts from images is
an operation which can be valuable for several fields of
application, hence it has been widely studied. There are
a number of Highlights Removal techniques which have
been proposed in the last few years. They can be roughly
divided in two subgroups: the ones working on a single
image [Wol89, TLQS03, OT06, SZSX08], which are mainly
based on the analysis of the colors of the image, and the ones
using a set of images [SI93,LYK∗03], which take advantage
of the redundancy of information between images. In
general, these methods assume no prior information about
the geometry of the scene.
More recently, the use of flash/no-flash pairs to enhance
the appearance of photographs has been proposed in
several interesting papers. The continuous flash [HT03]
has been a seminal work, where flash and no-flash im-
ages are combined to create adjustable images. Two
almost contemporaneous papers [ED04, PSA∗04] pro-
posed techniques to enhance details and reduce noise
in ambient images, by using flash/no-flash pairs. These
works, which mainly differ only in the treatment of flash
shadows, provide features for detail transfer, color and
noise correction, shadows and highlights removal. Results

are very interesting, considering the lack of geometry
information, but clearly the systems are not completely
automatic. The goal of a more recent work [ARNL05] is
to enhance flash photography: in addition to the techniques
just mentioned, a flash imaging model is proposed, and
a gradient projection scheme is used to reduce the visual
effects of noise. Moreover, by taking several images at
different exposures and flash intensities a HDR image is
created and used to enhance the results. Flash/no-flash pairs
are used by [LDF06] to detect and remove ambient shadows.

Mapping of color information on 3D models. The ap-
parent color value, as sampled in digital photos, is mapped
on the digital object surface by registering those photos w.r.t.
the 3D model (computing the camera parameters) and then
by applying inverse projection, transferring the color from
the images to the 3D surface. Despite the simple approach,
there are numerous difficulties in selecting the correct color
to be applied (when multiple candidates are present among
different images), dealing with discontinuities caused by
color differences between photos that cover adjacent ar-
eas and reducing the illumination-related artifacts (shadows,
highlights, peculiar BRDFs).

One of the main issues in the color mapping field is the
color storage. However, in the framework of this paper we
focus on the problems related to solving image discrepancies
and to reduce illumination artifacts.

A first method to decide which color has to be applied to
a particular area of the model is to select for each part of the
surface an image following a particular criteria that, in most
of cases [CCS02, BAF04, LHS00], is the orthogonality be-
tween the surface and the view direction. In this way, only
the "best” parts of the images are chosen and processed. Ar-
tifacts caused by the discordance between overlapping im-
ages are then visible on the border between surface areas
that receive color from different images. Between those ad-
jacent images there is a common, redundant zone: this bor-
der can be used to obtain an adequate corrections in order to
prevent sharp discontinuities. This approach was followed
by [CCS02], who propagates the correction on the texture
space, and by [BAF04], who used the redundancy to perform
a matrix-based color correction on the original image. Other
approaches, like the one proposed by [LHS00] do not work
only on the frontier area, but blend on the 3d surface using
the entire shared content to smooth out the discontinuities.

Instead of cutting and pasting parts of the original images,
as the previous approach have done, it is possible to assign a
weight to each input pixel (this value expresses the "quality"
of its contribution), and to select the final color of the surface
as the weighted mean of the input data, as in [PARD∗98].
The weight is usually a combination of various quality met-
rics. This weight-blend strategy has been introduced, with
many variants in terms of number and nature of assembled
metrics, in various papers [BMR01,Bau02,RLE∗05]. In par-
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ticular, [CCCS08] presented a flexible weighting system,
that could be extended in order to accommodate additional
metrics.

Most of the analyzed methodologies present a common
operation: the possibility to discard parts of the input im-
ages or to selectively assign a weight to contributing pixels.
Since we will be able to precisely detect image artifacts pro-
duced by the flash, this detection would be a nice addition
to the aforementioned methods, making them able to reduce
the impact of such artifacts by eliminating or reducing the
weight of unwanted parts.

3. Flash data collection

Flash light is generally a deprecated kind of illumination for
non professional photographers for two main reasons: the
production of undesirable artifacts and the variability of be-
havior between photos. These disadvantages can be partially
solved using expensive type of flashes and more complex
light settings.
Nevertheless, an extremely interesting aspect of the use of
flash light is that the source of illumination is constrained to
the camera, so that once the image is aligned to the corre-
sponding 3D model, the position of the flash can be auto-
matically found.
The main flash artifacts which must be corrected in order to
obtain high quality color information are: uneven lighting,
color deviation, highlights and sharp shadows. The aim is to
be able to automatically correct them once that an image is
registered to the 3D model.
In this Section, we will describe the operations needed to
collect the basic calibration data which will be used to cor-
rect the artifacts. One of the main requirements is that these
operations should be performed only once in a camera life-
time, in order to be able to perform corrections in a very easy
way. In particular, the needed data are: a structure to correct
the color values of the images, and a precise estimation of
the flash light position with respect to the camera.

3.1. The color correction space

One of the most annoying artifacts produced by flash light
is the uneven lighting between near and far objects. In order
to be able to reconstruct the original color of the elements
of the scene, we would need a mathematical model of the
behavior of light. Unfortunately, due to the peculiar nature
of flash light, this is very difficult to obtain it using simple
models.
Hence, we will use the approach proposed by Dellepiane et
al. [DCC∗09], which builds a color correction space, called
FLiSS, where a correction matrix is associated to each point
in the camera space. Hence, once that an image is aligned to
a 3D model, it is possible to associate a 3D position to each
pixel in the image, and correct it appropriately.
The calculation of the correction space is made once in a

camera lifetime, by taking several shots of a Mini MacBeth
Color Checker using flash light. The shots are created
to sample the camera space, and the correction matrices
obtained from the shots are used to calculate the color
correction space for any point in the view frustum (please
refer to the cited paper for a detailed description of the
method).
However, this correction alone cannot eliminate all the
artifacts introduced by the flash illumination. In particular,
it cannot detect and eliminate the errors that depend on the
geometric characteristics of the flash light, like the hard
shadows and the highlights. Since no information about
the flash position is integrated in the correction space (to
make it applicable to any kind of light which is bound to the
camera) also the pixels which depict artifacts are considered
part of the surface of the object, and corrected.

3.2. Flash position estimation

After having collected the data to correct the colors of the
acquired images, we need to carefully estimate the relative
position of the flash with respect to the optical sensor of the
camera. These data will be critical to be able to eliminate the
remaining artifacts introduced by flash light in an automatic
way.
When working with built-in flash, the position has to be mea-
sured just once, making the process much simpler. Neverthe-
less, since the camera lens and the flash are very near, our es-
timation must be accurate to prevent errors in the calculation
of reflections and shadows.

While the proximity of the flash and the sensor may sug-
gest that direct physical measurement can produce good re-
sults, it is also true that the exact position of the CCD sensor
is hidden inside the camera. Moreover, even using a caliper,
measuring distances from the inside to the outside of the
camera body can be tricky. For this reason we decided to
perform an analytical estimation of the flash position. There
are several approaches to estimate light positions based on
either reflection or shadow tracing. We chose a very straight-
forward and easy-to-implement procedure, which uses one
photo and a simple calibration device.

We built a calibration rig using LEGO blocks and mod-
eled the same rig with a 3D modeler [leo]. We took some
photos of the device using flash (one example is shown in
Figure 1) in order to have shadows over the base plane. We
registered the photos using the tool described in [FDG∗05],
so that the camera position in space can be computed with
sufficient precision. Having the registered image and the 3D
model, it was then possible to pick point couples that repre-
sented geometric features and their corresponding projected
shadows. The picked point couples in 3D space generate a
set of lines, whose intersection represents the geometric lo-
cation of the flash center. The lines intersection point has
been calculated as the closest point to all the lines in the set,
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Figure 1: Left: one of the images used for position estima-
tion; Right, a rendering of the corresponding 3D modeled
rig.

Model X shift Y shift Z shift
Casio Exilim Z50 -27 mm 31 mm 1 mm

Nikon D40x 0 mm 75.0 mm 37.0 mm
Canon EOS350D + Flash 0.6 mm 153.2 mm 17.5 mm

Table 1: Results of the estimation of the flash position for
the three selected camera models.

using the method described in Appendix A. The relative po-
sitions of the flash for three cameras (shown in Figure 2),
obtained with this method, are shown in Table 1; these loca-
tions are given in a coordinate space centered with the view
point of each camera.

Figure 2: Digital cameras used for light space sampling.

The estimated positions proved to be accurate enough to
be used for artifacts removal, as shown in Section 5. Direct
measurement with a caliper, in the case where it was possible
(Nikon SLR camera), gave very similar results, with a 1-
2 mm divergence.

4. Artifacts removal

Once that the flash position and the color correction space
have been reconstructed in the camera calibration phase, we
can proceed by detecting and eliminating some of the macro-
scopic artifacts present in the flash images. As stated in the
introduction, we start from the 3D model of the artifact and
the set of flash photos which have been registered to the 3D

model [FDG∗05]. Provided that the estimation of the recon-
structed flash position is correct, there are two artifacts we
can recover: highlights and shadows. Moreover, color is cor-
rected using the FLiSS approach.

4.1. Highlights detection

Highlights are present on the parts of the 3D surface where
specular reflection can happen: specifically, where the ray
from the light source would be reflected toward the camera
viewpoint. Given the 3D model and the registered image, it
is possible to find the highlight areas by using the same re-
altime technique used to display Phong specular highlights
(the half vector technique). Unfortunately, geometric consid-
erations alone are not enough to discriminate highlights in
the images, due to local changes of the surface BRDF (that
is unknown as well), minor discrepancies of the 3D model
w.r.t. the real surface and other similar irregularities. For this
reason, we prefer to use this geometric considerations just to
select candidates for a possible highlight, and then we decide
the actual highlight extent by performing a comparison with
the corresponding regions of the other images.
The use of flash light also ensures that the areas of the ob-
ject which are subject to highlights will be different from
one image to the other. This is because the light ”follows"
the camera in every shot. Hence, using the redundancy be-
tween different photos, it is possible to compare the lumi-
nance of the candidate point with the luminance of the cor-
responding area on other photos. The luminance value of the
highlight candidate pixel is compared with the average lumi-
nance value of the corresponding pixels on the other images.
If the difference in luminance is bigger than a fixed thresh-
old, the pixel can be marked as an highlight. We used a two-
level threshold: if the luminance value is between 150% and
180% of the average luminance, the pixel is on the border of
the highlight; if it’s bigger than 180%, the pixel is consid-
ered as completely saturated. This two-levels threshold also
reflects the nature of the highlight in low dynamic range im-
ages: the border of the highlight (marked in our system with
a blending ramp) presents a luminance shift that rises pro-
gressively towards the central area, which is composed en-
tirely by over-saturated pixels (marked as completely useless
and thus not used in subsequent weighted average computa-
tion of final mesh color).

An example of a highlights detection result is shown in
Figure 3. The presented model is characterized by a very
reflecting material. Most of the highlights are detected auto-
matically (see upper row images). Lower row images present
a detail view: given all the pixels mapping on mesh vertices
which have been detected as geometric candidates for high-
lights (green pixels), only a subset is detected as real high-
lights, and marked as border (blue) or over-saturated (cyan).
The green rectangles show two white zones which are small
breaks on the real objects. The use of redundancy permits to
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the system to distinguish between highlights and white col-
ored zones.

Figure 3: An example of highlights detection. Upper row:
an input flash image and the same image after detection of
highlights (blue is the highlight border, cyan is the internal
highlight region). Lower row: detail view of a group of high-
lights with corresponding geometric candidates (in green)
and detected highlight pixels.

4.2. Shadows detection

Since the flash light is very near to the camera lenses, the
amount of shadows in the images is generally low. But due to
the nature of this kind of light, the shadows are very marked
and visible. Especially in the context of color projection ap-
plications, this results in visible artifacts.
Nevertheless, detecting the parts in the images that are in
shadow is even simpler than detecting highlights. Using the
camera associated to the specific flash image, it is possible to
obtain a depth map for the image. Similarly, given the flash
position offset, it is possible to generate the depth map for
the light source; comparing the two depth maps, the parts of
the flash image which are under shadow are detected. An ex-
ample of the accurate results obtained for shadows detection
is shown in Figure 4. The photo was taken using the Canon
camera with external flash, which is positioned to a greater
distance from the camera. The shadow position is detected
with great accuracy at any distance from the viewpoint. The

good results in shadow removal are also an indirect demon-
stration that the flash position was estimated in a sufficiently
accurate way in the camera calibration phase.

Figure 4: An example of shadows detection: left, the original
image; right, the shadow detection map.

5. Results

The methodologies for spatial color correction and artifact
removal presented in the previous sections are quite gen-
eral, and can be profitably used in different situations. To
show the potentiality of this kind of processing, we show
its impact in the framework of color mapping from photos.
We followed the approach described in [CCCS08] where the
color assigned to every vertex of the 3D model is a com-
puted as weighted sum of the contributions of all the photos
which project on that vertex. These weights are a kind of
per-pixel masks that specify importance values that are au-
tomatically computed based on several metrics (e.g. distance
from the sensor, camera orthogonality, focusness). The prop-
erties of these weights guarantee a smooth blending between
photos, without loss of detail; however, the final results can
suffer from the fact that the illumination is not known in ad-
vance. In particular, this mapping approach is fast, robust
and easy to be implemented, but it cannot automatically deal
with highlights, hard shadows and strong localized light (as
the flash produces), as shown in the examples in Figure 5,
where we have undesired lighting artifacts projected on the
model. The purpose of the research described in this paper
is to find a simple and versatile way to deal with those very
artifacts.

We selected a test set of artifacts to assess the quality and
the impact of the flash light approach. The test set is a group
of objects of different heights (from 20 to 80 cm.), which
are characterized by different colors and reflecting materials.
We 3D scanned all the objects and acquired photos (from 13
to 32 photos for each object, depending on object size and
complexity). The photos were taken turning off the lights in
the room, thus having flash light as the principal light. The
Nikon D40x was used for most of the test presented here, the
other two cameras have also been used to test the accuracy
and applicability of the method.
The color mapping approach [CCCS08] was easily extended
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Figure 5: Details of two colored models produced with
[CCCS08] (no flash images), visualized without illumination
and shading (only color values assigned to vertices): multi-
ple highlights show up on the digital models (left); the pres-
ence of shadows and different illumination between photos
generates a non completely continuous color (right).

by applying the color correction space before the projec-
tion and adding another weighting mask that takes into ac-
count the result of artifact removal methods. In particular,
the weight of pixels detected as shadows or saturated high-
lights were assigned to zero, while the pixels detected as
borders of the highlights were assigned to a weight value
progressively increasing, in order to provide a smooth mask
transition.
While the color correction phase obtains good results as al-
ready shown in [DCC∗09], some of the results of artifacts
removal are shown in the next figures. Figure 6 shows two
examples where the highlight removal produced consider-
able improvement in the final result. In the upper row, several
spot-like highlights were removed (one of the images used
for projection is the one shown in Figure 2). In the lower row,
some more complex in shape highlights were completely re-
moved from a 20 cm Nativity statue.

The effect of shadows removal in most cases appears more
subtle with respect to the highlight processing, this because,
after the blended mapping, the residual trace of shadows is
just a darkening of areas that can often go unnoticed. How-
ever, when the hard shadow line is visible, the advantage of
the removal process is significant, as shown in the example
in Figure 7, which shows a detail of a model with and with-
out shadows removal. It can be noted that the even very small
shadows are detected, such as the shadows projected on the
back of the leg and on the top of the foot (see framed regions
in the image).

These results show that the estimation of the flash light
position permits to automatically remove almost all the light-
ing artifacts from the 3D model. Obviously, like all the con-
texts where no information about the material is known in
advance, some conditions could lead to unsatisfying results.
This happens for example when there is not enough redun-
dancy in the photo data set, or when the object material

Figure 6: Details of two colored models, visualized with no
illumination (only color values assigned to vertices): on left,
the result without highlights removal, on right the model af-
ter applying highlights removal.

Figure 7: Details of two colored models, visualized with no
illumination (only color values assigned to vertices): on left,
the result without shadows removal, on right the model with
also shadows removal.

presents a peculiar BRDF behavior. One example of the lat-
ter is shown in Figure 8: the golden jug in the left-most im-
age presents a metallic-flake paint with unusual reflectance.
Both the standard 3D-mapped (center) and the flash-light en-
hanced (right) reconstructed color result in a not sufficiently
realistic output when rendered. In this case, further inves-
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tigation on the original data, or a user assisted intervention
are needed to reconstruct the original color of the model.
However, it must be stressed that materials with particular
reflectance (e.g. gold patinas) often interfere also with active
optical geometry acquisition, so they are rarely considered
for 3D scanning using standard acquisition devices.

Figure 8: Left: image of the detail of a Nativity statue (real
photo). Center: rendering of the color reconstruction with-
out flash artifacts removal. Right: rendering of the color re-
construction with artifacts removal

6. Conclusions

We presented an automatic method to detect and remove ar-
tifacts in flash lighted images in the context of color pro-
jection on 3D models. An accurate estimation of the flash
light position respect to the camera is obtained using a sim-
ple approach. Then, given a 3D model and a set of registered
images, it is possible to automatically detect and remove the
main lighting artifacts (highlights and shadows) from the im-
ages.
The use of this technique together with a color correction
method brings to the creation of extremely realistic colored
3D models, where the peculiar artifacts introduced by flash
light are corrected or removed in order to obtain a high qual-
ity color information.
Even though some information about the geometry of the
scene is necessary, this method can be extended to other
applications, like image enhancement. Current methods of
3D reconstruction from images (like the one proposed by
[VG06]) can obtain a sufficiently accurate geometry of the
scene, so that the use of our method in conjunction can eas-
ily lead to artifacts detection and removal.
Hence, flash can turn from a unreliable and not manageable
light to a easy-to-use, reliable and fast way to acquire images
even in the Cultural Heritage field.
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Appendix A: How to find the closest point to N lines

With closest point to a given set of lines we intend the
point having the minimum Euclidean distance with respect
to those lines. Typically, this problem is formulated using
Plücker coordinates. Instead, here we compute this point by
solving the problem in a closed form, since the resulting ma-
trices are not ill-conditioned in our case. More precisely, by
indicating the set of n lines with

L =
{

li = ~Oi + t~di| t ∈ R
}

i = 1 . . .n (1)

where Oi is the origin of the i-th line and di is the corre-
sponding direction (normalized), we found the closest point
by minimizing:

p = argmin
~x

n

∑
i=1

d(~x, li) (2)

The distance d(~x, li) can be written as

d(~x, li)
2 = (~x− ~Oi)

[
I−~di~di

T ]
(~x− ~Oi) (3)

The minimization is obtained by substituting (3) in (2), and
imposing the derivative to zero. After some simple algebra
we obtain the final formulation:

p =

[
nI−

n

∑
i=1

~di~di
T
]−1 n

∑
i=1

[
I−~di~di

T ]
Oi (4)
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